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Engineering Projects 
Laboratory Opens
Cedarville University opened the new 8,800-square foot Engineering Projects 
Laboratory (EPL) on campus in the spring of 2005. The EPL provides much- 
needed space to support the project activity for the Elmer W. Engstrom 
Department of Engineering.
Cedarville began its engineering program in 1990 and moved into the 
Engineering, Nursing, and Science Center in 1992. Because the program grew 
faster than anyone had imagined, the engineering program quickly outgrew its 
space.
The EPL provides space for engineering student projects, a student machine 
shop, a ventilated paint booth, a woodshop, a tool crib, stock storage, six 
faculty offices, and a conference room with a lounge.
The student machine shop has three lathes and three milling machines, a 
surface grinder, belt sanders, band saw, sheet metal shear, brake, and roller.
The welding station features TIG, MIG, and oxygen-acetylene welders; a 
plasma cutter; and an adjustable hood to exhaust fumes.
The n ew  Engineering Projects Laboratory (EPL) building
The project bays are defined by workbenches and toolboxes so they can be 
adjusted for different projects. A  typical project bay is 18 feet deep and 12 feet 
wide; there is room for five bays. One bay is 20 feet deep to accommodate 
longer projects such as the solar/electric boat project.
Because most o f the students’ projects need to be painted or involve fiberglass 
bodies and mold work, the EPL also includes a 22-foot long semi-downdraft 
ventilated paint booth. Many projects require some type of woodworking, so 
to accommodate projects like the solar/electric boat and Supermileage® body 
plugs, the EPL contains a woodshop complete with a dust removal vacuum.
Because o f this new facility, this year Cedarville students are able to build two 
solar/electric boats for two different competitions, a Formula SAE® car, an 
SAE Aero Design® plane, two SAE Supermileage® race cars, and two robots 
for two different competitions. The department would like to express their 
gratitude to the administration and donors who made this dream of an EPL 
come true.
(more photos o f  the EPL on pa ge 6)
Solar Splash® Team 
Successfully Defends W orld 
Championship Title
Dr. Tim Dewhurst (right) and members o f the 2005 Cedarville University Solar 
Splash® World Championship team pose w ith their boat. P ictured with Tim 
(left to right) are Athan Waldron, Phil Buskohl, Ross Hauswald, Mike Mossop, 
Scott DeClark, Dustin Foster, Tim Kaminsky, and Stuart Sheldon. Team members 
not p ictu red  are Dave Bartlett, Richard Lebedda, Seth Lynch, and Paul Milby. 
Photo property o f  Solar Splash*  Used by permission.
Cedarville s debut in Solar Splash®, the world championship of solar/electric 
boating, was in 1997. However, it wasn’t until 2004, when the team designed 
a totally new hull and drive train, that Cedarville won Solar Splash® by the 
largest margin of victory in competition history.
Yet, the 2005 team chose not to rest on the achievements of the 2004 team, 
but instead set aggressive performance objectives. The team used the new 
technique of vacuum infusion to make a 69-pound hull, which was a full 20 
pounds lighter than the 2004 hull. This lightweight hull was a key competitive 
advantage and of such interest to the industry that articles about the infused 
hull appeared in both Professional Boatbuilder  and Composites Technology 
magazines in October 2005.
A second major improvement was designing and machining custom 
propellers. Two team members wrote their own computer programs to design 
the propeller and used SolidWorks to create a 3D model. The propellers were 
machined on Cedarville’s CNC mill and were a significant improvement over 
the commercial propellers used in 2004.
Other significant areas of improvement included new solar panels that were 
10 pounds lighter than the old; a modular electronic system that allowed for 
rapid changeover between the “sprint” and “endurance” configurations; and 
more efficient motor controllers.
The first day of the competition went smoothly as the team passed technical 
inspections and received 80 out of 90 possible points for the technical report. 
The second day o f competition involved on-the-water qualifying, including
(Solar Splash® continued on page 8)
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Cedarville Aero Design® Teams 
Continue to Soar
Cedarville University’s success in Aero Design® has been remarkable over 
the past few years. In the 2003 Society o f Automotive Engineers (SAE)
Aero Design® West competition in California, Nathan and Brian Foote took 
first place. The 2004 Aero Design® team, consisting mostly of first time 
participants, a new faculty advisor, and an experienced student advisor 
from the 2003 team, built a plane that lifted the most weight ever —
33 pounds —  and broke the SAE record by nearly four pounds. Overall, the 
2004 Cedarville University Aero Design® team finished a respectable fourth 
place, just a few points behind the first three finishers. After their success, the 
students competed in the Aero Design® West Competition in Fort Worth, 
Texas, and finished in fifth place among a tough field of competitors.
In SAE Aero Design®, students design, build, and fly a remote-controlled 
airplane in one or both of two competitions, designated as Aero Design® East 
and Aero Design® West. The students are scored in several areas including 
a report, a presentation, and maximum weight lifted within the 200-feet 
take-off and landing constraint. Additional points are given for predicting 
maximum weight lifted.
SAE sets new and unique design constraints for the competition each year to 
keep things challenging. In 2005, the wingspan was limited to five feet, but 
the objective stayed the same —  to lift the most weight.
The 2005 Aero Design® team consisted of Dr. Tim Norman (faculty advisor), 
Jonathan Boston (team captain), Christopher Mikesell (pilot), Nathaniel 
Miller, Ian Thomas, and Peter Locke (student advisor). The team decided that 
a biplane, rather than the traditional monoplane configuration, would be the 
best way to gain additional lift. They spent many hours researching biplanes, 
airfoil design, and tail boom design. Using a computer program developed at 
Cedarville University by Nathan and Brian Foote, they optimized the wing 
size for maximum weight lifted over the maximum runway distance of 200  
feet. The entire plane was built in the Engineering Projects Laboratory in a 
few months and was ready to fly in April.
Cedarville University’s Aero Design  ® Team displays their competition airplane that 
won them fifth  p la ce overall a t the 2005 Aero Design® East Competition in Deland, 
Florida. Cedarville was one o f  two U.S. teams ranked in the top five. P ictured from  
left: Dr. Tim Norman (faculty advisor), Ian Thomas, Nathaniel Miller, Jonathan 
Boston (team captain), and Christopher Mikesell (pilot); Not shown: Peter Locke 
(student advisor)
SEAM Update
The 2005 Aero Design® East competition was held in Deland, Florida, just 
west o f Daytona. The day o f competition will best be remembered as windy.
In fact, just after an amazing landing by Christopher, the flying was postponed 
due to high winds.
The Society o f Engineers Aiding Missions (SEAM) is an organization of 
Cedarville engineering and computer science students who aim to educate, 
equip, and engage engineers and computer scientists in the cause o f world 
missions.
The competition was intense and sported 23 national and international 
teams from schools such as Ecole Polytechnique de Montreal (Canada), the 
University of Cincinnati, Rutgers University, Michigan Tech, Wright State 
University, and the University o f Dayton. Overall, Cedarville s team finished 
a respectable fifth place (160.1 points), about a point and a half behind the 
fourth place finisher, Wright State University (161.6). The top three teams 
were international: Ecole Polytechnique de Montreal (Canada) was third 
(165.8), Universidade Estadual Paulista (Brazil) was second (173.3), and 
Universidade Federal do Rio Grande do Norte (Brazil) took first place (196.8).
This year, the 2006 Cedarville Aero 
Design® team is designing and 
constructing a new plane, looking for 
challenging and fruitful flying 
days ahead.
Team members 
assembling their 
plane a t competition.
Recognizing the lack o f safe drinking water in many parts o f the world, last 
year’s SEAM group built and tested a low-cost sand water filter built from 
readily available materials. This year SEAM students refined the filter design 
and built an even simpler model using only a five-gallon bucket, a heavy duty 
plastic bag, and sand. The department of science and mathematics is assisting 
in the project by providing coliform testing.
Also in SEAM news, former SEAM member Jeremy Mailer ’02 (ME) was 
officially commissioned as an HCJB World Radio Engineering Center 
missionary on January 8, 2006 at West Missionary Church in Berne, Indiana. 
He has been instrumental in designing and developing a fixed-tuned, solar- 
powered radio receiver.
In May 2006, Dr. Thomas Thompson, SEAM faculty advisor, and Dr. Larry 
Zavodney will accompany members of the missions group SIM International 
to Liberia. They will look for projects that engineering and computer science 
students might be able to take on to assist SIM there. The long-term goal is 
to eventually begin an ongoing cycle o f Cedarville involvement, both with 
student design projects and short-term summer missions trips.
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Greetings from the Chair
It is always exciting to see what is happening at Cedarville, and this past 
year was as exciting as ever. Our Solar Splash® team defended their world 
championship title and came home with the most points ever achieved by a 
team in the history o f the competition. One of our mechanical engineering 
students took second place in the regional ASME Old Guard Poster 
Competition. The Engineering Projects Laboratory opened and is presently 
being used by two solar boat teams, two Supermileage® teams, the Formula 
SAE® race car team, the Aero Design® team, and senior design project teams. 
(Without it we could not do what we are doing —  in either variety or 
volume.) Our seniors’ pass rate on the FE exam continues to be strong, as does 
our participation rate; and Cedarville has one o f the highest participation rates 
in the country.
The computer science (CS) program moved to the Elmer W. Engstrom 
Department o f Engineering in the fall o f 2005, bringing two full-time and one 
half-time faculty members. Including our dean, who teaches our “Professional 
Ethics” course, the department has grown to 18 faculty and four staff. The 
blending of CS with engineering allows the seniors in electrical and computer 
engineering to work with computer science seniors on capstone projects. In 
addition, Burris Logistics has started the department’s first endowed computer 
science scholarship fund.
In 2005, we held our first engineering academic summer camp. Even before 
the camp began, the bulging waiting list hinted that it was going to be good, 
and it was. We will continue offering camps each summer.
Supem ileage® team  members Jerem y Estes, Darren Holland, John  
M ichael, a n d  Joanna Hinks cu t p in e  sh eetin g board in to 114-inch strips 
using the woodshop in the EPL. The strips w ill b e used to make a body 
p lu g  for- the n ew  Supermileage® car.
The freshman cardboard canoe race was another splashing success; participants 
had to contend with rain and a longer course, which, when combined with less 
tape, resulted in more sinkers. However, the water was warm for October.
We also erected the Tau Beta Pi “Bent” in time for the canoe race at 
Homecoming this year. The Ohio Nu chapter of Tau Beta Pi (the National 
Engineering Honor Society) was chartered at Cedarville in 2001.
We have received our largest single gift ever to fund competition projects —  
for the Frisian Nuon Solar Challenge in the Netherlands. This will be a new 
experience for us.
Our Industrial Advisory Council meets every fall to provide an industry 
perspective on our program. Last fall they encouraged us to get a cooperative 
education (i.e., co-op) program started. We are working hard to this end 
and hopefully will have one in place by next year. This will allow students, 
who choose to participate, to gain some experience in their profession while 
they are still in school. Beginning in the junior year, a student will alternate 
semesters between school and work. It will add an additional year to the 
traditional four-year program, but the student will typically earn more than 
$20,000, be more likely to get the job he or she wants, and start at a higher 
salary. Statistics show that 25% of graduates from co-op programs eventually 
get and accept job offers from their co-op company after graduation.
Even in the midst o f all the excitement and growth, there are some things that 
do not change —  faculty who love their students and make time for them, 
small class sizes, a solid curriculum, and a wide variety of extracurricular design 
projects. As you read about these and other exciting events in this issue of 
E ngineering News, I hope that you sense that we have a nurturing environment 
that prepares our graduates for an exciting career and a life honoring to God.
J
Lawrence D. Zavodney, Ph.D., P.E.
Professor and Chair
Elmer W. Engstrom Department of Engineering
Students Honored by ASME First Academic Camp A Hit
Joanna Hinks earned second p la ce fo r  her poster “Heat Treatment o f  Steels” 
a t the 2005ASME Region V Regional Student Conference Old Guard Poster 
competition. Shown with her is Dr. Bob Chasnov, ASME chapter advisor.
The summer of 2005 marked a first for the Elmer W. Engstrom Department 
of Engineering at Cedarville University —  the premiere Engineering Summer 
Camp for high school students entering the 10th, 11th, and 12th grades. The 
camp was an action-packed experience that included a sampling of all the 
engineering disciplines taught at Cedarville University, team building and 
leadership exercises, recreation time, daily devotions, and Bible studies.
Dr. Sam SanGregory, the electrical and computer engineering curriculum 
coordinator, directed the camp. He also taught sessions in circuits and 
electronics. Additional faculty included Dr. Tom Thompson, who presented 
aspects of computer-aided design including a truss design competition;
Dr. Gerald Brown, who explained electrical machines; Professor Tim Tuinstra, 
who ran a hands-on experience using computational tools; and Dr. Clint 
Kohl, who gave both a lecture and lab experience introducing digital logic 
electronics.
In addition to the classroom and lab experiences, the campers made two field 
trips. The first excursion was to the National Museum of the United States Air 
Force at Wright-Patterson Air Force Base. Students divided into teams and 
went on a scavenger hunt to find specific engineering facts in the museum.
The campers also visited Rixan Associates, Inc., in Dayton, Ohio, where they 
talked with engineers and technicians and saw the engineering behind robotic 
solutions for custom industrial applications. For example, the students learned 
that Rixan Associates provided and programmed the robotic arm that was 
used in the movie “Jurassic Park” to rotate the dinosaur eggs (they even got to 
see and hold the eggs used in the movie).
Four student members of the American Society o f Mechanical Engineers 
(ASME) competed at two separate conferences in 2005 with good success.
The 2005 ASME Region V  Regional Student Conference was held at West 
Virginia University in Morgantown, West Virginia, from March 31 through 
April 2. CU seniors Steve Walters and Seth Lynch competed in the Old 
Guard Oral competition while junior Joanna Hinks competed in the Poster 
competition.
Steve represented his senior design team which constructed and tested 
ZEPHYR, a single-bladed windmill prototype. Seth spoke on behalf of his 
Solar Splash® senior design team and placed third out o f 14 competitors. 
Joanna took second place for her poster “Heat Treatment of Steels.” She 
organized data collected by students who tested two different alloy steels after 
a variety of heat treatments.
Dr. Bob Chasnov, assistant to the chair and the ASME student section 
advisor, co-organized the technical program for the First Dayton Engineering 
Sciences Symposium held at Wright State University on October 31, 2005.
A total of 63 abstracts were accepted from professionals and students from 
Ohio, Kentucky, Indiana, and Illinois. CU mechanical engineering senior 
Joseph Miller presented “Tunable Diode-Laser Absorption Spectroscopy 
for High-Speed Combustion Monitoring” based upon the research he has 
completed at Wright-Patterson Air Force Base. Joanna Hinks presented her 
ASME award-winning poster “Heat Treatment of Steels.”
The week culminated with a cardboard boat competition. The campers were 
divided into teams of five. Each team was supplied with 40 feet of cardboard 
and one roll o f two-inch packaging tape to build their boats. Three hours 
later, all of the newly made boats were launched with one person on board. 
Proving their engineering potential, five o f the six boats made it completely 
across Cedar Lake, with one boat even making a return trip carrying a second 
passenger. Prizes were awarded for the first boat across (including construction 
time), the best engineered, the most weight carried, the most aesthetic, and 
the fastest.
The 2005 Engineering Camp proved to be an overwhelming success. The 
2006 camp is scheduled for the week of July 17-21. More details concerning 
the camp and registration information will be 
available in early 2006 at 
www.cedarville.edu/engineeringcamp.
If interested, register early, as many were 
left on the waiting list in 2005.
Dr. Gerald Brown demonstrates the instrumentation on electrical machines 
(i.e., motors) laboratory bench.
Him
Computer 
Science Comes 
On Board
Cedarville’s computer science (CS) 
program completed a successful 
transition into the Elmer W.
Engstrom Department o f Engineering 
this fall. The CS program, previously 
housed in the department of science 
and mathematics, brings three faculty 
members and two computer science 
laboratories to the engineering side.
Computer Science Faculty
David Gallagher, Ph.D.
David Gallagher serves as an associate professor of computer 
science. He received his B.S. in electrical engineering (EE) from 
the United States Air Force Academy (USAF), his M.S. in EE 
from the Air Force Institute of Technology (AFIT), and his 
Ph.D. in EE from the University o f Illinois.
Prior to coming to Cedarville, he served for 22-years as an 
officer in the USAF as a pilot, test manager, director, and AFIT 
faculty member. Dave’s interests include compilers, VLSI design, 
reconfigurable computing, and superscalar architectures.
Now in its seventh year, the CS 
program is mature and ready for 
ABET accreditation. It features a 
strong core curriculum and provides 
students with a challenging year-long 
senior design experience working 
on real-world development projects. 
The program seeks to develop team 
building and problem-solving skills 
through challenging course projects 
and participation in programming 
contests.
The move of CS into engineering 
is already reaping benefits. This 
fall, several faculty were able to 
teach across program boundaries, 
easing faculty load and providing 
better instruction for students. The 
senior design experience of both the 
computer engineering and computer 
science students has been integrated, 
enhancing both programs.
Dr. Keith Shomper
M r Robert Schumacher
Computer Science Receives 
Funds Toward Endowed 
Scholarship
Ihe computer science program received a great blessing this 
past November in the form of scholarship funding from Burris 
Logistics. Cedarville has been partnering with Burris Logistics 
to provide industry projects for the senior design course, and 
Burris expressed their appreciation with this scholarship gift.
The gift will be used to fund an annual scholarship and to begin 
building a long-term endowment for annual student awards. It 
is Cedarville University’s hope that this gift, as well as additional 
funds, will build a strong endowment to strengthen the computer 
science program. Cedarville greatly appreciates its partnership 
with Burris Logistics. I
He is active in his local church, leading both the finance and 
scholarship committees. He and his wife, Kathy, have two sons: 
Jonathan ’04 (EE), who is currently in China teaching English 
and physics, and Daniel ’06 (EE). Dave has been at Cedarville 
since August 2000 and has been instrumental in developing and 
directing the new computer science program.
Keith A. Shomper, Ph.D.
Keith Shomper serves as an associate professor o f computer 
science. He earned his B.A. in mathematics at the University of 
North Colorado, his M.S. in computer systems at AFIT, and his 
Ph.D. in computer science at The Ohio State University.
Prior to coming to Cedarville in 2003, he served for 20 years as 
an officer in the USAF, including faculty positions at both AFIT 
and the USAF Academy. Keith’s interests include computer 
programming, computer graphics, and software engineering.
Keith has served more than 20 years in many local church 
ministries across the United States, including as deacon, youth 
leader, choir member, treasurer, teacher, Awana leader, soul- 
winner, and bus worker. He and his wife, Vickie, have three 
children: Rebekah ’09, Matthew, and Jonathan.
Robert Schumacher, M.S.
Robert Schumacher serves as assistant professor of computer 
science and as assistant professor of science and mathematics.
He received his B.S. degree in computer science from the USAF 
Academy and his M.S. degree in operations research from AFIT.
Before coming to Cedarville in 1993, Bob served 23 years as an 
officer in the USAF. An Association of Computing Machinery 
(ACM) member, his interests include mathematical modeling, 
operations research, programming languages, and network 
security.
Bob has been actively involved with The Gideons International 
for 20 years and serves with the Awana program. He and his 
wife, Joy, have two daughters: Elizabeth ’03 and Marie ’07.
(EPL continued from  page 1)
The student machine shop in the new Engineering Projects Laboratory contains three lathes, three m illing machines, a band saw, a sheet metal shear, brake, roller, and  
three work benches. In addition to the shop, the EPL has f i v e  p roject bays, a ventilated pa in t booth, and ivoodshop.
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In April 2005, 35 Cedarville University seniors 
took the Fundamentals o f Engineering (FE) 
Exam. W ith 33 students passing, Cedarville’s 
pass rate was 94.3%, compared to 90.4% for all 
Ohio institutions and 82.2%  nationally.
Cedarville encourages all graduating engineering 
seniors to voluntarily take the FE exam, which is 
prepared by the National Council o f Examiners 
for Engineering and Surveying (NCEES).
The test is administered by the Ohio Board 
of Registration for Professional Engineers 
and Surveyors and is the first of two exams 
required to become registered and licensed as a 
professional engineer. Since 1997 about 87% of 
Cedarville seniors have taken the FE exam, and 
94% of those have passed.
The pass rates shown here are a weighted average 
of only the EE and ME students. Pass rates for 
EE and ME students tend to be higher than 
pass rates for students in other engineering 
disciplines.
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The 2005-2006 Cedarville University Elmer W. Engstrom
Department o f Engineering Faculty
First row: D avid Gallagher, Boh Chasnov, Larry Zavodney, Sam SanGregory; Second row: Vicky Fang, Gerry Brown, Tim Dewhurst, Peter Burban, Jay Kinsinger, 
J e f f  Shorn, Hardy Hegna, Glint Kohl; Back row: Stan Baczek, Tim Norman, Bob Schumacher, Tim Tuinstra, Robert Laramore, Tom Thompson, Keith Shomper
Society o f Women Engineers
The Cedarville University Society of Women 
Engineers (SWE) began the 2005-2006 school 
year by welcoming four young women to the 
engineering program, bringing the total number 
of female engineering students at Cedarville to 
nine. While a small group, SWE still attempts to 
make a difference in the lives o f members and by 
reaching out to needy women in the community. 
In the fall, SWE students prepared finals week 
care packages for students. They also volunteered 
at a Youngs Dairy fundraiser and were able to 
use the proceeds to buy Christmas presents for 
a needy family associated with the Miami Valley 
Womens Center.
Emily Snyder, a 2004 Cedarville alumna (ME) 
currently employed by Rolls-Royce, spoke to 
Cedarville’s SWE group on life as a female 
engineer. The opportunity to converse with Emily 
and to learn from her experience was a highlight 
of the fall.
Faculty in Print
Dr. Vicki Fang, Assistant Professor of Computer Engineering
Fang, Z., Carletta, J.E., Veillette, R.J. (2005, Nov.). A  methodology for 
FPGA-based control implementation. IEEE Transactions on Control Systems 
Technology, 13(6), 977-987.
Dr. Timothy Norman, Professor of Mechanical Engineering
Porter, D.S. & Norman, T.L. (2005, February 20-22). Smoking and  dose 
dependent early effects o f  nicotine on bone m echanical properties and  histology. 
Presented at the 51st Annual Meeting of the Orthopedic Research Society, 
Washington, D.C.
Yeni, Y.N. & Norman, T.L. (2005, February 20-22). Fracture toughness o f  
human fem ora l neck cortical bone is reduced with age and with increased osteon 
eccentricity. Presented at the 51st Annual Meeting of the Orthopedic Research 
Society, Washington, D.C.
Yeni, Y.N. & Norman, T.L. (2005, February 20-22). Stress-state adaptation 
o f  human fem u r increases its effective fracture toughness. Presented at the 51 st 
Annual Meeting of the Orthopedic Research Society, Washington, D.C.
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(Solar Splash con tin n ed  from  pa ge i)
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a maneuverability rest and a sprint qualifier. ( kdarville’s design had excellent 
maneuverability, speed, and acceleration, so it was no surprise that Cedarville 
bad the fastest qualifying time and received the maximum 100 points for that 
event.
( .edarville entered the third day of competition m first place overall and ready 
to compete in the Solar Slalom, a high speed run over a tight course with 
90- and 270-degree turns. While the first run did not go so well (the boat 
was disqualified because a steering issue put it too far off the course), a second 
attempt was allowed. I he second run was picture perfect, and even with a 
penalty for the first run, Cedarville was able to get 56 out of 100 points and 
stay among the leaders of the competition.
'Ihat afternoon, Cedarville ran its first heat of the sprint, easily outpacing its 
competition and turning in the third fastest time overall, with a slightly higher 
speed than the 2004 team.
On the fourth day was Solar Endurance — two two-hour races, back-to-back, 
using energy from the sun. While the Cedarville boat was running well, it 
soon became clear that the craft was getting absolutely no power from its 
solar panels; it was running totally on battery power. The University of New 
Orleans School of Naval Architecture and Marine Engineering was going 
much faster than Cedarville. and had even lapped the field.
After much discussion, the team took the drastic action of making a pit 
stop and wiring the solar panels directly to the controllers. The risk was the 
tight choice; Cedarville was able to make up considerable distance after their 
emergency changes. I hey ended up in second place after the first round, with 
New Orleans three laps ahead.
fn the afternoon's championship round, Cedarville pushed ahead. Before 
long, New Orleans took the lead and Cedarville was hard-pressed to keep 
pace. Suddenly, New Orleans made a pit stop to replace a burned-out motor 
controller, which allowed Cedarville to build a good lead. About 10 minutes 
later, New Orleans burned out their second and lasr controller and were our of 
the race. Cedarville cruised to victory, taking 400 points for first place in the 
Solar Endurance.
On the final day of competition, Cedarville received a first place trophy for the 
Best Technical Display, adding another 40 points ro their total. In the third 
heat of the sprint, Cedarville reached speeds of almost 30 mph and earned 
another 216 out of 250 points.
When all of the competition’s points were tallied, Cedarville had earned 910 
our of 1,000 points, the highest total ever achieved in competition history, and 
clinched its second straight world championship. To God be rhe glory.
Check out pictures and information on the competition, including exciting 
video footage, at the team’s Web site at 
http://people.eedarville.edu/stuorg/solsplsh/.
A flaw less 270-degree turn by Dustin Foster
2005 Solar Splash® Top Five Schools
Team Place Points
Cedarville University 1st 910
U niversity o f  Arkansas 2n d 8 7 2
C al-Poly Pom ona 3rd 7 6 2
U.S. Naval Academ y 4th 7 5 7
W ashington State U niversity 5th 7 2 4
Cedarville’s second 
world championship 
would not have been 
possible without the 
help of many industrial 
partners. Cedarville 
gratefully acknowledges 
the contributions of the 
following sponsors:
• Ashland Specialty 
Chemical Co., Dublin, 
Ohio, for supplying resin
• Bombardier Recreational 
Products, Waukegan, 
Illinois, for providing 
outboard drive units
• Dataq, Akron, Ohio, 
for supplying a data 
acquisitions systems
• Enersys, Inc., 
Warrensburg, Missouri, 
for providing batteries
• Formula Boats by 
Ihunderbird, Decatur, 
Indiana, for making 
the mold and donating 
materials
• Gates Corp., Denver, 
Colorado, for donating 
pulleys and drivebelts for 
the drivetrain
• JELCO, Inc., Wheeling, 
Illinois, for donating the 
protective case for all the 
solar panels
• Lowrance Electronics, 
lulsa, Oklahoma, for 
contributing a GPS 
receiver
• Performance Paints, 
Dayton, Ohio, for 
supplying paint and 
primer
• WebCorc Technologies, 
Kettering, Ohio, for 
contributing the foam 
core in the hull
Tau Beta Pi and the “Bentyy ASEE Team Takes Second
On November 12, 2005, three seniors and seven juniors became the newest 
members of Cedarvilles Ohio Nu chapter of Tau Beta Pi, the National 
Engineering Honor Society. Senior inductees must be in the top fifth of 
their engineering class while juniors are in the top eighth.
Seniors
Daniel Gallagher ’06 
Nathaniel Miller ’06 
Randall Plate ’06
Juniors
Joshua Blackburn ’07 
Jeremy Conyers ’07 
Michael Hubenthal ’07 
Joshua Lansford ’07 
Ryan Prins ’07 
Luke Snider ’07 
Jonathan D. Taylor ’07
In addition, the chapter earned a Secretary’s Commendation Award of 
$300 for complete and on-time reporting over the last three consecutive 
years. The senior members o f the chapter awarded this money to new junior 
member Jonathan D. Taylor. A  $300 matching scholarship was presented to 
new junior member Michael Hubenthal, courtesy of Dr. Stan Baczek’s office 
(dean o f the School of Engineering, Nursing, and Science).
Steve Walters ’05 (ME) who is a Tau Beta Pi member and is employed at 
Honda R&D Americas, spoke to the inductees on pursuing your passion 
for life: serving God, serving others, and seeking the type of employment to 
which you believe God is directing.
The chapter is led by President Isaac Abbott and advised by 
Dr. Harwood Hegna, professor of mechanical engineering.
This fall a bronze replica ofTau Beta Pi’s symbol —  the “Bent” —  made 
its debut on campus. The four-foot replica, along with a bronze plaque 
and granite base, was erected in front of the Engineering, Nursing, Science 
Center on a 12-foot diameter sculpted and tinted concrete plaza. The Bent 
and its base are capable of rotating, making the replica available using 
various photo backdrops regardless of the time o f day.
A team of six Cedarville University engineering students took a close second 
place at the American Society for Engineering Education’s (ASEE) sixth 
annual Model Design Competition held in Portland, Oregon, on June 13, 
2005.
This year’s contest was quite different and much more challenging than past 
competitions. The goal was to design an autonomous robot to deliver, in 60 
seconds, as many ping-pong balls as possible to the four corner pockets o f an 
eight-foot by eight-foot track. The robot could be no larger than 12 inches 
long, 12 inches wide, and six inches tall. Since the robot had to carry its own 
ping-pong balls within this volume, designing for space efficiency was critical.
The team worked hard to build their “model A,” which featured a scissor lift 
mechanism with four doors. This creative design proved to be too complex 
and failed to function reliably. The “model B” robot was then built with a 
simpler four servo “dump truck” lift-and-dump mechanism which proved 
to be very reliable, simple, and refinable. The students named their robot 
“Leviathena” (the feminine version o f the biblical “Leviathan”). They chose 
this name because the robot was big and capable o f “biting,” and because 
some of their other friends thought they were spending so much time on this 
project that it must really be their girlfriend.
Leviathena’s “brain” was a sophisticated computer program written by 
the students and programmed in a Complex Programmable Logic Device 
(CPLD). Ten infrared reflective optical sensors were the “eyes” to see the black 
electrical tape that marked the path. An 11th sensor was used to see when a 
bin was near. Leviathena drove around the track, stopping at each bin and 
dumping her box of ping-pong balls.
Cedarville University’s entry performed flawlessly in competition, completing 
the task in each of its four trials. The team was narrowly beat out of first place 
in the final round by a team from Monroe Community College o f Rochester, 
New York. This team made four identical robots that started in the center o f 
the board. Each robot simply drove in a straight line to its respective bin and 
bumped the wall, tripping a dump mechanism.
The Bent attracted much campus attention during its construction. Current 
members ofTau Beta Pi gave the Bent an initiation polishing in the autumn.
The teams were also required to make an oral presentation explaining their 
design. Cedarvilles Joshua Blackburn earned the top score in the design 
presentation.
Team advisor 
Dr. Clint Kohl (left) 
and  team member 
Joshua Blackburn 
accept the second  
p la ce award.
Leviathena fea tu red  a fo u r  Leviathena in action
servo “dump truck”  lift-and- 
dump mechanism.
Intelligent Ground Robot 
Competes
In 2005, Cedarville University electrical and computer engineering students 
made their second appearance in the International Intelligent Ground 
Vehicle Competition (IGVC). The competition objective is to design and 
build a vehicle that can successfully navigate an outdoor obstacle course 
autonomously (i.e., automatically by computer control, not by remote) while 
carrying a cement block.
The Cedarville University robot, named “Yellow Jacket,” used a single digital 
video camera feeding data to an onboard laptop computer to “see” course 
boundaries and obstacles. The 500-foot course is set up on grass with white 
lines for boundaries and with highway construction barrels and saw horses 
for obstacles. Yellow Jacket successfully navigated 236 feet and six inches of 
the course for a ninth place finish out of 31 entries, beating teams from the 
University of Cincinnati, Bob Jones University, and West Point.
The 2006 competition should prove to be exciting as Cedarville will also 
be entering the Navigation Challenge portion of the competition. The 
Navigation Challenge requires students to add Global Positioning System 
(GPS) capability to their vehicles. The vehicle must quickly find nine GPS 
waypoints while successfully avoiding obstacles.
This year’s team is composed of five electrical engineering students, a 
computer engineering student, and a computer science major. They will 
build a new chassis, add a GPS system, and install wireless telemetry (which 
will allow them to monitor the status of the vehicle and see exactly what the 
vehicle “sees”).
Thanks to to all those who have supported engineering at 
Cedarville, particularly Garmin International, a leader in GPS 
technology, who donated the GPS system to be installed on 
this years vehicle.
Society o f Automotive Engineers
The Cedarville University student section of the Society of Automotive 
Engineers (SAE) continues to be the most active section in the Dayton 
professional chapter in terms o f membership and competition involvement. 
During the 2004-2005 year, the chapter competed in Aero Design®, 
Supermileage®, and Mini Baja®. Activities included piggy-backing with the 
American Society of Mechnical Engineers (ASME) for a fun night at the 
activity center, participating in Dayton professional chapter activities (which 
included factory tours o f Wright-Patterson Air Force Base, the National 
Composites Center, and the Taj Ma Garaj® automotive musuem), and visiting 
the Detroit Auto Show and SAE World Congress.
2005 Convocation Awards
Each year Cedarville University honors its engineering graduates 
in a special convocation ceremony. The following awards were 
presented in the 2005 convocation:
EE Outstanding Design Team — Kathexis
Nathan Hay 
Jeffrey Kraker 
Ethan Merck
EE Outstanding Senior
David Ellis
ME Outstanding Design Team — Oculus
Jason Auyer 
John Simmons 
Matthew Spena 
Mary Todd
Daniel Awards
Ethan Merck (EE)
Steve Walters (ME)
Matthew Spena, Jason Auyer, Mary Todd, and John Simmons received  
the M echanical Engineering Outstanding Design Team Award fo r  their 
project “Oculus,  ”  a simulated surgeon interface prototype.
2005 Honors Day Awards
The Alumni Scholarship Award in Engineering
Joanna Hinks
The AFCEA Scholarship Award
Isaac Abbott 
Emily VanVliet
The ASME Outstanding Student Award
Dustin Foster
The IEEE Dayton Section Outstanding Student Award
Jeffrey Kraker
The Nehemiah Engineering Award
Philip Buskohl 
Jonathan Elchison
The Raymond P. Holland Jr. Engineering Excellence Award
Joseph Miller
The Rolan David Polsdorfer Electrical Engineering Award
Randall Plate
The SAE Outstanding Student Award
David J. Bartlett
m l i
Mechanical Engineering Senior 
Design: Transitioning from  
Theory to Reality
The 2006 graduating class o f 36 mechanical engineers is the largest in the 
history o f Cedarville’s budding engineering program. Providing “real-world” 
experience for these students, the focus o f senior design, has been a significant 
challenge. This year’s projects include designing a biomechanical ankle joint 
(five students) and three competition teams: Supermileage® (8), Formula SAE® 
(13), and solar/electric boat racing (10), which includes both ASME Solar 
Splash® and the Frisian Nuon Solar Challenge in the Netherlands.
Years of teaching senior design have convinced the Cedarville faculty that 
requiring the students to design, build, test, and modify their “on-paper” 
designs provides the students with a valuable and much more realistic design 
experience. The additional learning from these complete projects is one 
more example of the excellent education provided to Cedarville engineering 
students.
Dr. Tim Norman advises the ankle prosthesis team which is designing an 
articulated ankle (Figure 1) that provides realistic toe clearances during 
the swing phase of the walk cycle. This would minimize the limp of most 
amputees, which would be especially beneficial to geriatric patients. The device 
is to be compatible with prosthetic legs for both above-knee and below-knee 
amputees. The team is building a gait lab that will allow them to assess the 
ankle function under realistic conditions.
Professor Jay Kinsinger is overseeing the largest design team, which is working 
on the Formula SAE® car (Figure 2). The team is hoping to significantly 
improve their 2004 design by furthering the engine research of past teams, 
reducing the vehicle weight, and developing an enhanced steering and 
suspension system.
Dr. Larry Zavodney is overseeing two Supermileage® teams. Underclassmen are 
perfecting a design they began two years ago, and a team of seniors is designing 
a totally new car. Computational fluid dynamics (Figure 3), wind tunnel 
testing, and a unique engine with a custom-made carbon piston from NASA 
are all important parts of the team’s endeavors.
Dr. Tim Dewhurst, with the help of Dr. Gerry Brown, is advising the 
solar/electric boat (Figure 4) team, which has taken on the ambitious task of 
defending the two-time Solar Splash® world champion title in Fayetteville, 
Arkansas, and the Frisian Nuon Solar Challenge (FNSC) in the Netherlands, 
which begins the day after the Solar Splash® competition ends. This will require 
the construction of two complete boats and dividing the team between the two 
competitions.
Cedarville’s impressive performance in past competitions is largely due 
to excellent design support in senior design. The experience of bringing a 
design to fruition greatly enhances the quality of the Cedarville engineering 
education.
Figure 1. Exploded assembly v iew  o f  a prosthetic ankle 
Figure 2. Prototype design fo r  the new  Formula SAE® car 
Figure 3. Computer simulated pressure and flow  fi e ld  around h a lf 
o f  a proposed body fo r  the Super mileage'' car.
Figure 4. The new  hu ll design fo r  the FNSC competition in the Netherlands.
Figure 1
Figure 2
Figure 3
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Cross-Disciplinary Teamwork
A Boon for Senior Computer Engineering Design Course
This year marks another first for the Elmer W. Engstrom Department of 
Engineering —  the approaching graduation o f its first class o f computer 
engineering students. Presently, the senior computer engineering students are 
actively involved in their senior design capstone projects. In order to allow 
the students maximum flexibility in tailoring their education, the seniors 
were given the option of choosing senior design projects that emphasized 
either hardware or software content.
One project is to design a warehouse inventory management system for 
Burris Logistics, a technologically savvy frozen food distribution company 
in Milford, Delaware. This is the second time Burris has sponsored a senior 
design project at Cedarville. The warehouse project requires that the inventory 
be stored in an easy-to-find-and-handle manner, while kept within the correct 
temperature zone and properly rotated to prevent aging loss.
For the second project, students are designing a digital logic simulation 
The senior computer engineering students who elected to emphasize program to help freshmen learn digital logic design (DLD) theory. The
hardware were blended into “corporate teams,” which included senior DLD simulator project requires seniors to create instructional software
electrical engineering students. These teams 
are designing an electronic appliance that will 
generate video test patterns for video displays 
and monitors. The project is sponsored by 
Video Instruments LLC of Xenia, Ohio.
Each integrated team will design, prototype, 
and demonstrate a pattern generator which 
adheres to industry video standards and meets 
specifications provided by Video Instruments. 
This design project provides an excellent mix of 
hardware and software design for the students.
The computer engineering students who chose 
to emphasize software design had two projects 
from which to choose, both of which are being 
worked by joint teams o f computer engineering 
and computer science seniors.
SAE Mini Baja*
Warehouse at Burris Logistics
that will allow students to graphically enter their 
circuit design (i.e., their schematic diagram) and 
simultaneously simulate the circuit operation as it is 
being constructed. Dr. Clint Kohl, associate professor 
of electrical engineering, noted, “Watching the 1 ’s 
and 0’s propagate through the circuit’s schematic 
representation helps the students to understand the 
circuit’s operation at a deeper level than ordinary 
lectures can provide.”
Each of these software engineering projects involves 
some very interesting and challenging problems. By 
providing computer engineering students with real- 
world design projects (which was already being done 
in the computer science and electrical engineering 
programs), Cedarville helps students see what 
professionals in their field are doing. Many thanks to 
industry partners for providing and funding relevant 
and challenging projects. Additional industry 
partners are always welcome.
The Cedarville students’ team “Jackets Racing” took their car to the Midwest 
SAE Mini Baja® competition in 2005. Cedarville had taken a break from the 
Mini Baja® competition to participate in the SAE formula car competition, 
and the hiatus seemed to result in significant improvement with their vehicle. 
Some of the improvements included a planetary gear reduction in the drive 
train, optimized suspension, and more extensive weight reduction thanks to 
Finite Element Analysis.
The seniors on the team included Daniel Vogel, Micah Sweeley, Ivan 
Davis, Brian Allen, Cody Finnegan, Ryan Willaman, and Aaron Flofner. 
Underclassmen came alongside and received some valuable mentoring from 
the seniors.
The car handled beautifully, and the potential to do well was great. In fact, 
in a field of 140 international competitors, Cedarville’s team was in the top 
10 in 11 of the 15 events. The grand finale of the competition was the four- 
hour endurance race (worth 400 of the 1,000 total points). It was a real 
heartbreaker when Cedarville’s car crashed on the very first lap. Since scoring 
zero points for the endurance race significantly hampered the team’s ranking, 
they placed 105th.
CU thanks Mini Baja* sponsor Briggs and 
Stratton of Milwaukee, Wisconsin, for 
donating the engine.
Top: Ready to take on the h ill
Left: Competing in the skid pu ll
Right: Cedarville University s “Jackets Racing” car
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Join the Team!
Competing in the Netherlands 
will be financially taxing for the 
team. Many sponsors are providing 
support:
• Procter and Gamble of 
Cincinnati, Ohio, has made a 
significant financial donation.
• American Micro Products, 
Inc., of Batavia, Ohio, has 
committed to two round-trip 
airfares.
• Alitrax, Inc., of Grants Pass, 
Oregon, has provided two 
motor controllers.
• Outback Power Systems of 
Arlington, Washington, has 
donated rwo peak power 
trackers.
• MAS Epoxies of 
Cinnaminson, New Jersey, 
has contributed epoxy and 
fiberglass cloth.
• The Newfound Woodworks, 
Inc., of Bristol, New 
Hampshire, has provided 
fiberglass cloth and 
consulting.
• HMG Performance Coatings 
LLC of Roebuck, South 
Carolina, has provided marine 
varnish.
• The Hirshbland Family of 
Southampton, New Jersey, has 
offered cedar.
• Formula Boars by 
Thunderbird of Decatur, 
Indiana, has given 
consultation.
• Lie-Nielsen Toolworks, Inc , 
of Rockland, Maine, has 
donated woodworking tools.
• Coosa Composites LLC 
of Pelham, Alabama, has 
donated Coosa Board 
(transom material).
Visit htrp://people.cedarville. 
edu/sruorg/solsplsh for more 
information on these sponsors. 
Anyone interested in becoming 
a sponsor of this team, or any 
other competition ream, should 
contact the Elmer W. Engstrom 
Department of Engineering at 
937-766-7680.
Cedarville’s 2006 Solar Boat Team Heads to the Netherlands
Left: The FNSC course.
Above: A cedar-strip version o f  the 
Solar Splash0 hull.
As the two-time winner of Solar Splash®, the collegiate world championship of solar/electric boating, Cedarville University has accepted an invitation to compete 
in the Frisian Nuon Solar Challenge (FNSC) in Friesland, the Netherlands (http://www.frisiannuonsolarchallenge.com). The FNSC will follow the course of the 
famous skating race, the Elfstedentocht, a 220-km race over canals, rivers, and lakes, and pass through the 11 towns of Friesland. The Dutch government and 
Nuon, a leading electric utility in the Netherlands, have inaugurated the FNSC to focus national attention on the benefits of solar power. More than 25 schools 
from the Netherlands, Germany, and the Middle East have registered for this race, including the Netherlands’ own University of Delft, the three-time winner of 
the Solar Car Challenge in Australia.
To Cedarville, the FNSC poses 
another challenge. Competition rules 
and limitations will force the team 
to develop a totally new hull, as the 
Solar Splash® hull is not suitable 
to the conditions of the FNSC. 
Competitors in the race are required 
to use FNSC solar panels weighing 
180 pounds. Along the course o f the 
Elfstedentocht are more than 100 
bridges. While most are drawbridges, 
the team has chosen to design a boat 
that slips under the lowest bridge 
without waiting for it to open (and 
be subject to the one Euro toll). And, 
in some parts o f the course the water 
is less than two feet deep.
Top: Cedarville student Richard 
Woodward was in terview ed on Dutch 
TV about the race.
To address concerns with the course 
layout and obstacles (including two 
dams), two Cedarville students,
Ben Hill and Richard Woodward, 
used their own funds to take a 
four-day trip to the Netherlands 
last September. This undertaking 
impressed upon the race organizers 
the seriousness of Cedarville’s level of 
attention to this race. The organizers 
provided a guide and car to survey 
the course with the students, 
measuring almost every bridge 
along the route. Furthermore, the 
students appeared in two different 
TV interviews, two radio interviews, To master the technique of building
• * Dokkurn
a sleek hull, the team started 
building a cedar-strip version of 
the Solar Splash® hull. Regardless 
of the materials and technique the 
team eventually chooses to use to 
manufacture the Frisian boat, the 
first step is to build the hull shape 
using the strip method. From this 
“plug” the mold is made, and from 
the mold, the hull can be formed. 
The team plans to use the cedar- 
strip plug as an experimental hull 
for testing while the competition 
hull is made. If made properly, these 
cedar-strip hulls may actually be the 
competition hulls for both races 
this year.
Orach ten
and in newspaper articles. Some local 
people came to meet the students, 
having read about them in the 
newspaper.
Throughout the fall, the team 
has focused on the design of the 
new boat. Stephen Ziegenfuss has 
performed extensive research to 
develop an in-depth computational 
program that calculates the friction 
drag, wave-making drag, and form 
drag for displacement hulls.
Supermileage® 2005
Supermileage® is a collegiate competition that challenges engineering students 
to design and build a one-person car that gets super gas mileage. The event is 
jointly sponsored by the Society of Automotive Engineers (SAE), which runs 
the competition at the Eaton Proving Grounds in Marshall, Michigan.
Briggs and Stratton (B&S) provide 3.75-Hp engines to the teams. Students 
must use the B&S crankcase, but can do just about anything to the engine 
—  and they do. Also, new rules in 2005 limited batteries running the engine 
and display to 1.3 amp-hours and also required a brake light to be installed.
The international competition this year drew teams from Canada, India, 
and schools from coast to coast. Cedarville has participated in the Midwest 
competition since the early 90s, taking third place in 1995 and first place 
in 2000.
Cedarville’s team had been working on their car for two years. Their design 
featured two stationary wheels in the front and one wheel in the back. The 
chassis was made from one-inch diameter, thin-walled, stainless steel tubing. 
The students bent the high-tensile strength tubing and used wood jigs to 
hold the pieces in place to be TIG-welded. Steering was accomplished by 
articulating the entire rear section which was pivoted on the main chassis 
just behind the driver. The rear section contained the engine and eight-speed 
transmission. The transmission included a gear-reduction jack shaft and a 
chain sprocket cluster from a bicycle on the rear wheel. The chassis featured 
air-spring front suspension.
The students chose to depart from the traditional tadpole design and to not 
steer the front wheels; they wanted to keep the body as narrow as possible so 
they could minimize the aerodynamic drag force. However, this design proved 
to be troublesome because of the small amount of deadband in the steering 
linkage. It was difficult to drive the car in a straight line because any turn, no 
matter how small, caused the vehicle to pull into the turn even more because 
of the small amount o f slack in the steering linkage.
This steering problem turned out to be the biggest challenge for the team.
To help overcome the tendency of the car to pull itself into turns, the team 
used bungee cords to pull it back to the center position. However, test runs 
showed that the steering linkage had too much deadband. After several design 
modifications to remove backlash flexibility in the steering linkage —  and 
several more near rolls on test runs —  the team abandoned the flexible steel 
shaft and ball screw design and installed a hydraulic cylinder to turn the tail 
section. It worked quite well!
The rear-steered car required lots o f practice to learn how to drive. The single 
brake on the rear wheel was not enough, so brakes were installed on the two 
front wheels. Additional work was done, such as reducing friction inside the 
engine, adding an electric starter, increasing compression ratio, and aligning 
the drive-train. Under Dr. Sam SanGregory’s supervision, the team designed 
and built a microcontroller-based system that displayed the instantaneous 
speed and track position and recorded vehicle performance.
The body design featured an airplane canopy for the entire front top section 
of the car. However, time spent on the car’s steering problems did not 
leave enough time to complete the body, so the team went to competition 
without the sleek composite aerodynamic skin. As a result, they had the most 
ventilated —  and coolest —  car at competition, but unfortunately, they also 
had the most air drag.
On race day the car passed inspection which included the static inspection, 
driver visibility test, stability on the 15-degree tilt test, 50-foot turning radius 
test, the slalom test (which required the car to navigate through traffic cones 
spaced 25 feet apart), and the brake test.
On the first test run, a tire blew out. After the team replaced the tire, Alan 
successfully completed the six laps achieving 255 rnpg. On the fifth lap of the 
second run, the car broke down (a chain had jumped off the small sprocket) but 
was fixed quickly. Having lost a minute and a half, the car was two seconds over 
the allowed time. Consequently, the 248 mpg was reduced to 228 mpg. A third 
run achieved 290.8 mpg. With this mileage, Cedarville came in ninth out o f 16 
teams.
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Several members o f  the 2005 Supermileage*  team at competition: Dr. Larry 
Zavodney (advisor), Earl Girouard, Jameson Reichert, Andrew Barber, and  Alan 
M clver (seated). Team members not pictured: Issac Abbott, Daniel Copeland, 
Drew Hendricks, Joanna Hinks, and Nathan Ray
Cedarville students explaining 
how  they designed the unique 
articulating rear-wheel steering 
fea tu re o f  their car, which 
attracted a lot o f  attention.
Earl Girouard drove the 
Cedarville car f o r  the second  
successful run.
Thank 
You to CU 
Supermileage® 
Sponsors
• Airplane Plastics ofTipp 
Git}/, Ohio, for donating two 
airplane canopies
• Atlas Steel in Twinsburg, 
Ohio, for supplying high- 
strength, thin-walled, 
stainless steel tubing
• Briggs and Stratton of 
Milwaukee, Wisconsin, 
for donating engines and 
accessories
• Lowrance Electronics of 
Tulsa, Oklahoma, for 
contributing a GPS receiver
• Razor USA., for providing 
adjustable Airgo™ pogo 
sticks for the air springs
• Feleflex Canada, Inc., for 
donating a hydraulic SeaStar 
houseboat steering wheel 
pump, including hoses and 
bleeder valves
• Walbro Engine Management 
of Cass City, Michigan, for 
donating carburetors
Cardboard Canoes Race Across Cedar Lake
For the last 12 years, the engineering 
freshmen have competed for prizes 
and prestige as part o f their first 
engineering course at Cedarville.
The 2005 race held on October 7 
as one of the featured events of 
Homecoming Weekend was unique 
for a few reasons.
First of all, the students received less 
materials with which to construct 
their canoes —  50% less tape, to 
be precise! Secondly, the course 
was altered for the sake of the new 
landscaping surrounding ENS —  the 
additional length meant more “soak 
time” for the cardboard. And last, 
but certainly not least in the minds 
of most, a cold rain flowed freely 
from the grey Ohio skies before, after, 
and during the competition. In fact, 
many wondered whether the large 
number of sinking canoes (eight of
the 20 engineering boats) was due to 
the efforts o f the occupants wishing 
to flee the 45-degree air for the 65- 
degree water.
The 2005 winning canoe was paddled 
across Cedar Lake by Steve Smith 
and Garrett Wieronski in a time o f 
3:24. They and their teammates, Tim 
Vincent and Nick Duncan, selected 
Emily Santmyer to be their “cargo.” 
The idea to add a third person as a 
passenger was instituted at last year’s 
competition.
As in the past, students from other 
departments were permitted to 
compete for the Cedarville Cup —  a 
traveling trophy which is housed for 
one year in the winning department. 
The 2005 Cedarville Cardboard 
Canoe Challenge winning team 
was comprised of students majoring
in graphic design. Their unique 
surfboard construction permitted 
smooth sailing through the course in 
a winning time o f 4:46.
To give the students one final 
challenge, any of the canoes which 
survived the grueling course were 
permitted to re-enter the water for 
the Demolition Derby. Using only 
their boat to ram other boats, the last 
team to remain afloat was declared 
the King of the Lake. Matt Focht 
and Wes Muntz powered their vessel 
to victory. Their construction mates, 
Jamin McCue and Josh Klink, were 
also able to savor the sweetness o f 
winning.
Copies of the 2005 race’s DVD can 
be purchased from the department 
office for $8.
Ihe Elmer W. Engstrom 
Department of 
Engineering thanks its 
canoe race sponsors for 
their generous support of 
this competition:
• MeadWestvaco for the 
coated cardboard
• Shurtape for the 
scaling tape
• RivcrsEdge Canoe 
Outfitters for 
providing rescue 
canoes, life jackets, 
and paddles
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